
THE POLYNESIANS ROLE ON THE EASTER ISLAND IN THE HISTORY

Nov 9, Easter Island covers roughly 64 square miles in the South Pacific Ocean, and the role they played in the ancient
civilization of Easter Island and the The first human inhabitants of Rapa Nui (the Polynesian name for Easter.

A small, long-legged chicken reported to have laid blue eggs was introduced in pre-European times but later
interbred with European varieties. The treaty also consisted of a symbolic act; Atamu Tekena took grass in one
hand and dirt in the other. Science,  One theory is that the trees were used as rollers to move the statues to their
place of erection from the quarry at Rano Raraku. The stratified tuff is composed of sideromelane , slightly
altered to palagonite , and somewhat lithified. The only true sand beach is at Anakena; most other beaches are
of gravel. The natives were fenced in around guarded borders in the area that today is the town of Hanga Roa
to prevent sheep theft. Cook himself was too sick to walk far, but a small group explored the island. It is the
only known native writing in all of Polynesia. After a brief stay at Anakena, the colonists settled in different
parts of the island. In the Rapanui were given Chilean citizenship. The Hanga O Teo embayment is interpreted
to be a m high landslide scarp. A large wild cat, living in caves, is of unknown introduction. Legend has it that
the very first Rapanui, as the people of Easter Island are known, came ashore at Anakena, a beach on the
island's north side. The new inhabitants had a different appearence; they were short and wide. Eventually, the
degeneration of trees, according to his theory, led to the downfall of the rats and eventually of the humans.
The Puna Pau crater contains an extremely porous pumice , from which was carved the Pukao "hats".
Averaging 13 feet 4 meters high, with a weight of 13 tons, these enormous stone bustsâ€”known as
moaiâ€”were carved out of tuff the light, porous rock formed by consolidated volcanic ash and placed atop
ceremonial stone platforms called ahus. Although his arrival was much further North than Easter Island, he
held that one could reach Easter Island setting sail from America from a point farther south. The island was
first scouted after Haumaka dreamed of such a far-off country; Hotu deemed it a worthwhile place to flee from
a neighboring chief, one to whom he had already lost three battles. Among the taken were the king and many
of the wise men that still knew how to write and read the Rongo Rongo tablets. The pollen rate then dropped
off dramatically. The current hotspot location is speculated to be west of Easter Island, amidst the Ahu, Umu
and Tupa submarine volcanic fields and the Pukao and Moai seamounts. They converted all natives to
christianity. By , the year in which Jean-Baptiste Dutroux-Bornier was murdered, there were only natives left
on Easter Island, which is a miniscule amount in comparison to the 14, they were at their peak. Motu Nui islet,
part of the Birdman Cult ceremony According to Diamond and Heyerdahl's version of the island's history, the
huri mo'aiâ€”"statue-toppling"â€”continued into the s as a part of fierce internal wars. The Dutchman only
managed to stay on land one day due to strong winds and the fact that he found few provisions, he left towards
Tahiti, continuing on his mythical search. This time the Spanish expedition led by Felipe Gonzalez de Haedo
arrived from Peru on with the goal of claiming the territory for Spain. Image credit: Image via Shutterstock
The famous carvings are massive, up to 40 feet 12 meters tall and 75 tons in weight. They were "of all shades
of colour, yellow, white and brown" and they distended their ear lobes so greatly with large disks that when
they took them out they could "hitch the rim of the lobe over the top of the ear". This would mean the Rapanui
arrived four centuries later than expected. The second holds that the reason for knocking them down was no
other than the lost faith in them. Caves abound, many consisting of subterranean rooms joined by narrow
tunnels extending far into the lava beds. Over the next century the moai would fall over, either intentionally
pushed over or from simple neglect. Each layer was put down on top of the layer before," says Flenley,
referring to core samples from one crater's lakebeds. In , the Spanish viceroy of Peru sent an expedition to the
island; the explorers spent four days ashore and estimated a native population of some 3, people. They were
arrested by the government and no injuries were reported. Even Captain Cook in noticed the quality of
stonework in the supporting walls near the moai: "The workmanship is not inferior to the best plain piece of
masonry we have in England. The first group was called Hanau Momoko - momoko being a duplication of the
word moko - lizard - referring to that the people were tall and slender. After the Spanish visit, from onwards, a
period of statue toppling, huri mo'ai, commenced. A few years later, only people were left at the island. The
current Polynesian name of the island, Rapa Nui "Big Rapa" , was coined after the slave raids of the early s,
and refers to the island's topographic resemblance to the island of Rapa in the Bass Islands of the Austral
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Islands group. About a quarter of the island's population succumbed along with him.


